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About This Game

AQUANOX 2: REVELATION is a new story of the underwater world Aqua. In 2666 a young freighter pilot called William
Drake sets out to search for the heritage 5d3b920ae0
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Cannot recommend this game. A bit akward, boring, bland environments.. Although the Graphic is clearly not up to date, the
atmosphere is still catched perfectly, even today.. FPS underwater. Not worth the full price of $5 since it hasn't aged well. If you
like older shooters try it on sale.. Award for worst voice acting ever? Probably. Fun underwater space-esque battles? Yes.. when
it came out back on 2003 I loved it. 11 years later just buyed it now on steam and its still such an amazing game. The graphics
on FullHD now are obv not the best anymore but considered that this game is 11 years old it still looks quite good. Especially
the water. Totally worth playing it nowadays.. Sweet sequel to AquaNox and Archymedian Dynasty. Abuses video cards for
breakfast, poor voiceover countered by sweet everything.. I like that this game seems like something new or at least unusual for
what pople are playing lately. Unfortunately this game is so horrifically unpolished that its hard to play at times. Objectives are
totally unclear, escort missions ocassionally impossible and require setting the difficulty and auto aim to easiest levels (as
someone who plays games on hard the game is flawed, not difficult) and the graphics are not just old, they're in the way of what
might be fun. I got as far as navigating a pitch black maze versus one hit kill lasers and gave up. The only way to see is fire your
gun and watch the rounds hit the walls. Rather than exasperate myself further I'll end it, watch the ending on youtube and play
something worth my time. As for the story, it is long and complex. I watched and listened to every cutscene and every bit of
dialog. I was bored the whole time. At least Aquanox 1 was functional with less impossible missions and game halting problems.
No crashes that I can remember. Maybe rarely. For that I am appreciative.. Aquanox 2 is one of the many unknown gems in
video game history. A solid story, with more then a few twists and a huge array of weapons, ships and characters that all
combined create a deep and rich world that'll catch you at first glance. I'm still waiting for a worthy successor,. ah well,. scrap it.
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